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Grow with a dynamic, multi-disciplined engineering/architecture firm. FOTH & VAN DYKE is a national design firm 
with offices in Green Bay, Madison and Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Minneapolis, Minnesota and St. Louis, Missouri. We 
have over 350 employees and a growth rate of 30% per year. Because of our rapid growth, we currently are seeking 
a number of career-oriented senior engineers and architects to staff offices in the Midwest. 

Senior Transportation Engineer 
Green Bay Location 
Candidates should have a B.S.degree in Civil Engineering, M.S. degree is preferred. A P.E. in the State of Wisconsin is required. 
Extensive experience and knowledge (10 years +) of the Wisconsin Department of Transportation system, design and plan review is a 
must. Actual work experience with the Wisconsin Department of Transportation is highly desired. Duties include: leadership direction 
for our Transportation Section; senior design responsibilities for transportation projects including highways; interchanges; bridges and 
planning areas. Other responsibilities include marketing and sales related activities for state, county and local authorities. 

Senior Project Manager/Environmental Process Engineering 
Green Bay and Milwaukee Location 
Candidates must have a B.S. and/or M.S. in Environmental/Sanitary Engineering with a minimum of 15 years experience in municipal 
and/or industrial wastewater treatment projects as well as excellent communication and presentation skills. Position responsibilities 

will include leadership in expanding our client and market base, municipal and/or industrial project management and client 
responsibilities, a P.E. registration or ability to attain is required. 

Project Manager/Environmental Process Engineering 
Multiple Locations 
Candidates must have a B.S. and/or M.S. in Environmental/Sanitary Engineering with a minimum of 7-10 years experience in 
wastewater design, project management and possess strong communication and presentation skills. Position responsibilities will 

= include municipal/industrial project management, wastewater/feasibility studies, coordination of project designs and client 
- management. Involvement in sales and marketing efforts may be included. 

Combustion Process Engineer 
Green Bay and Milwaukee Location 
Candidates must have a B.S. and/or M.S. in Mechanical Engineering with a minimum of five years experience in combustion 
engineering. Responsibilities include: process design of combustion systems, energy systems, etc.; project engineering responsibility 
for combustion projects; mechanical engineering for a variety of projects, including wastewater treatment plants; and client contact 
with some sales responsibility. 

Process Systems Section Manager 
Green Bay Location 
Candidates should have a B.S. degree in Chemical Engineering or related field with 10+ years experience in manufacturing 
engineering/management. Additional experience desired in food processing, paper making or pulping, energy or recovery. Position 

oa responsibilities include: management and expansion of our Process Systems Section; management of key projects; assistance in 
business development. 

Architects 
Green Bay/Madison/Milwaukee Locations 
Candidates must have a B.S. degree in architecture, planning, education with at least 8-10 years experience in design/planning and 
project management. Candidates must have a proven track record in education project management and/or planning and design. 
Must be able to demonstrate thorough working knowledge of design process and planning programming for K-12 school systems in 
the midwest with reference being Wisconsin experience. 

At FOTH & VAN DYKE, we offer competitive salaries, an outstanding benefit program plus a quality work 
environment conducive to achievement and personal reward. If you qualify and would like to be part of this dynamic 
organization, send your resume to: 

Engineers 

2737 S. Ridge Road Planners 
P. O. Box 19012 Scientists 

i Green Bay, WI 54307-9012 Economists 

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer Attn: Sharon M. Borsche
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‘ When I was in high technical school. Why? Because the best engineers are those with 
, school, I worked as a strong and broad base of knowledge. 

as ee a lifeguard. Part of Many of Jack’s classmates learned how to swim relatively 
rc ~— ‘ my job was to help easily and quickly once they mastered floating. Metaphorically 

f beginners learnhow _ this applies to engineering too. Physics, calculus, and chemistry 

- aries to swim. Most of are the core of every engineering education, like floating and 

XN these classes con- breathing are the core of swimming. Their basic principles are 
| "= sisted ofhighschool _ universal. Knowing and understanding them thoroughly will not 

a freshmen who were only make higher level courses much easier, but they will also 
4 petrified of the wa- serve as a base for future knowledge. Think about it, the basic 

4 ter. There was one axioms, theorems and laws have been around for decades, even 

id boyIremember par- centuries. CDs might go out of style, but F=ma won't. 

ticularily well. Jack I’ve just stated that chemistry, physics, and calculus are 
(not his real name) important, but what about those other classes—you know, the 

Edi wasamuscularand ones that seem totally meaningless? These classes are important 
ee ag very lean runner too. Remember Jack? He never could do the breast choke, bul he 

= who had anintense knew enough technique to get across the pool. He'll never win an 
fear of touching the Olympic medal in swimming, but he'll be able to apply the skills 

water with his face. that he learned in that class to other situations. For example, if he 
He did rather well ever falls out of a boat, he'll be prepared. Ina way, that’s what the 
in the beginning. other meaningless classes are for, to serve as a broadening tool for 

You could tell that our foundation of knowledge. They’re our catchall. Not every- 

he was still afraid, but he didn’t let his fear conquerhimandhepro- thing we learn in those classes is going to be pertinent, but the 
gressed with the rest of the class. It was when the class started to underlying thought processes that go into that knowledge are. 
learn how to float that problems developed. Floating in water Withthem, we'll beableto apply what we have learned to what we 
requires a certain amount of body fat, and Jack had close to none _ will learn in the future. 
on his body. He sank like a cement block. We tried to get over this It’s the understanding of what we’re learning, and why we're 

by surpassing floating and going straight to the arm/leg move- learning it, not necessarily regurgitation of the material that is 

ment stage. It didn’t work. He was so tense and stiffthat he would — most important. It’s this understanding that will one day aid us at 
sink while he was moving forward, and eventually, he’d be atthe our jobs, or when we take refresher courses through programs like 

bottom of the pool—still trying to propel himself forward. After an EPD. The education we get in the next four, five, or six years, will 

immense amount of hard work, from both him and me, Jack _ be the best investment we could ever make for the future. Invest 

learned how to swim. We never could get him to float, but Jack in it wisely! Ill 
learned the essence of floating, and from this he was able to use 

that knowledge to his advantage. 

Jack had trouble in the course because without the basics, 

which in this case was floating, it’s very difficult to get ahead. He 
hadn’t physically learned what he needed to know in the begin- 

ning, so he had difficulty later. It wasn’t until he understood the 
principles behind swimming that he learned how to swim. This is 
true with just about anything, even the engineering curriculum. 

There have been times when I've felt like quitting, especially 

when I was particularily frustrated in a class that I didn’t believe 
was necessary. I’m sure I’m not alone. The question, “Why do I 
have to take this stupid class?” has probably entered everyone's 

mind at least once during their college career, and it’s a question 

that deserves an answer. 
The truth is, no class is stupid. Sure, fifteen years down the 

line, state-of-the-art as we know it will be “that old thing”, and 

most of the extraneous knowledge we've been gathering will be 
outdated. But we'll be glad we attended a university, and not a 
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The educational philosophy behind the “Wisconsin Idea” sources to all stu- ; ] 

was first espoused in 1905 by University of Wisconsin President dents and faculty, _ ae a a 

Charles Van Hise. Simply stated, it has come to mean, “The including industry; | 8 ey P —_— 
boundaries ofthe campusarethe boundariesofthestate.” Inthese and receive and | | 7 — - 
final decades of the twentieth century, telecommunications may transmitinformation | . Pe -~ 
now have amended that phrase slightly to state, “The boundaries worldwide. i oe o_ — j oe 
of the University are the boundaries of the state-and beyond.” You students [ = a — 

In 1988, the University of Wisconsin System (Telecommuni- may have seen some : : ial i 

cations Task Force) recommended the following: evidence of these _ - 

“The State of Wisconsin, in conjunction with the University of activitiesalready.As | 
Wisconsin System, other public educational agencies and the you will read about | j 
private sector, has a responsibility to develop, fund and construct elsewhere in this | | ‘ 

a reliable, high-capacity, flexible and cost-effective telecommuni- special Wisconsin | | Fr 
cations system to link all University of Wisconsin System institu- Engineer issue on |_ 
tions in order to stimulate delivery of high quality instructional EPD, we have been © c Allen W ey 
programs, advance research and scholarly endeavor, broaden _ teaching off-campus — Associate Dean oe R a 

outreach and public service capabilities and access, and facilitate sections for some of oe ee ee ee 
more efficient, productive organizational interaction.” our graduate and Pe ee 

The Task Force’s recommendations include developing and upper level courses 0 a 

implementing a telecommunications network plan over a five- by using microwave a 
year period. The total estimated cost is approximately $16 million. transmissions, satel- ee a ee 
The UW System is endeavoring to include the network planinits _ lite distribution, and eee a : 

biennial budget request to the Wisconsin Legislature for consid- other technology. 
eration. Our satellite downlink receiver dish is located on the Wendt 

Fine, you say to all of this, but just what is telecommunica- Library terrace; and our uplink dish, to send signals to satellites, 
tions and what does it have to do with me? is located across from the University arboretum. 

“Tele” is a combining form meaning “having to do with You have heard that we are moving toward the “informa- 
operating over long distances,” and “communication” isa noun _ tion” age. I believe itis true. Your training and education now are 
meaning “the act or fact of passing along, transfer.” Nowadays, but beginningsto your future professional practice in the informa- 

the noun “telecommunications” normally means “the electronic tionage. You are already well-versed with computers and micro- 
transmission of messages.” computers. Watch for more telecommunications to follow which 

Technologies used for electronic transmission include satel- will impact you even more. 
lites, telephony, video and compact disks, video and audio tapes I visualize the day when courses will be team-taught by 
and cassettes, broadcast and cable television, microwaves, fiber outstanding faculty from several schools; when schools will share 
optics, computer networks, and communications bridges. one another’s courses; when students may learn in a variety of 

Asa college on the Madison campus, we inengineering have _ locations beyond their normal classrooms (for example, in dormi- 
a unique land-grant status mission to serve the people in Wiscon- _ tories or libraries or at home); when faculty will no longer primar- 
sin (and elsewhere as well). As acampus resource, we providein- _ ily focus on the preparation and delivery of lectures to groups of 
struction, conduct scholarly inquiries, and transfer technology. students meeting on campus, but rather will be focused on com- 
Our tripartite mission is teaching, research and public service. municating with students in a more personal way that will be 

Part of this overall mission is termed “outreach.” Outreachis tutorial in nature; when on-campus classrooms will be enriched 
our public service responsibility to instruct, inform and transfer by the comments and experiences of older off-campus engineers 
technology. Outreach has become an important, identifiableand _ taking the same courses; and on and on. 
often-referred-to activity. If you would like more information on telecommunications 

All engineering departments, centers, programs, consortia, and our outreach efforts, please drop by my office in 266 Mechani- 
etc. have outreach missions. Although our Department of Engi- cal Engineering. I would be happy to talk with you. A particularly 
neering Professional Development has the unique responsibility intriguing book about the information future is The Media Lab: 
to organize and conduct non-credit continuing engineering edu- Inventing the Future at MIT, by Stephen Brand. Check it out! Ill 
cation programs on a self-supporting basis, all college units have 
broad outreach responsibilities. Asa college, we should beable to: 

simultaneously teach students on campus and off; link campus re- 
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FACULTY PROFILE 

As you walk along the west side of With a bachelor of arts in Religion resides in Engineering Professional 
the General Engineering building and from Oberlin, and a master of arts and Development. Robinson’s first step was 
peek in the window, almost any morning Ph.D in Hebrew and Semitic Studies to produce a workbook that made 
you are likely to see an erect, well- from UW-Madison, Professor Robinson learning technical writing a workshop 
dressed dark-haired woman teaching is not someone you would expect to be activity. That material evolved into the 
engineering students the way teaching an engineering professor. Thereismuch _ highly successful Fundamentals of 
was meant to be done: direct, focused, more about her that is remarkable Technical Writing published by McGraw- 

thorough, engrossing. Even the less besides her eclectic background. The Hill. She has also co-authored a text on 

communicative students—the guys with breadth and depth of her accomplish- writing user manuals and another book 
the baseball caps pulled low over their ments are also noteworthy. on fundamentals of writing for practicing 
eyes—get involved as the professor She has been with the College of engineers. 
guides the class to an intuitive under- Engineering since 1978. Before that, she Writing and teaching are apparently 
standing of writing strategies. was a teaching assistant in Integrated not enough to keep her busy, however. 

If you listen closely, you might hear _ Liberal Studies (ILS) while she was Since coming to the university, she has 
her distinctive voice: flawless diction, writing her Ph.D thesis on the effects of totally renovated two houses (including 

ithe Greeks on the Hebrew language and wiring, plumbing and drywall) and 
"oT get two or three calls culture. ILS Professor Gretchen Schoff, served on the board of directors of 

. who was then working on strengthening Operation Fresh Start, a private, non- 

a month from companies engineering’s technical writing program, _ profit agency that provides youth with 
looking for technical writers. recognized Robinson's potential as a employment and training through 

: teacher. building projects. “I like to see concrete 
They are always looking “People who are good teachers don’t __ results. That’s why I like building,” says 

for someone with a sound learn it; they have it in their bones. I Robinson. “Sometimes in teaching, even 
technical background." recognized that in her immediately,” says _ if you are doing a good job, you don’t 

Schoff. “She was superbly educated, so always see the results. Working on 
she has a wealth of knowledge to draw constructing things is a good counter- 

unerring word choice, seamless continu- _ on. Part of that was she had seen good point. It’s very clear when you've done it 
ity. No props, no overhead transparen- teaching in her own family, her own right, because it works.” She has also 
cies, no smoke or mirrors; just compel- father and brother being UW professors. found time for hobbies, most notably 

ling, logical lecture interspersed with Most importanly, she loves to see the fishing. “In the last few years, I’ve taken 
leading questions and enlightening light bulb go on over a student’s head.” up fly fishing, which is a great way to 
comments. Schoff, a long-time English teacher, spend money, accumulate gadgets, and 

That dark-haired woman turns out also noticed Robinson's incisive writing travel.” 
to be not only a good teacher but also an _ style as one that lends itself well to Academically, she has continued to 
interesting person. She is Patricia technical subjects. achieve as well. She recently completed 
Robinson, Adjunct Assistant Professor in Together Schoff and Robinson a master of science degree in Water 

the Department of Engineering Profes- guided the growth of the college’s Resources to complement her liberal 
sional Development. technical writing program, which now education. As part of her M.S. she 
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FACULTY PROFILE 

. a 

ce 
helped complete a lengthy report to. | ae pany was being sued over the adequacy 

stays aBeney, interested in the growing : ogg ‘ ~y of the instructions and warnings it 

problem of pesticides in groundwater: mieness at “4 created for one of its products. “I’m 

she also hed Gr a oe a poten ey £ . ‘ interested in helping companies create 
several Cua Peo ese including ppc, _ aS | instructions and warnings that will help 

Sanitary Engineering, (Civil Engineering { ie | kiad| 4 protect them against legal problems and 
320), which was her favorite. “I drove oe ae ee rotect the users from harm.” 
friends and relations crazy telling them Bae ae Mes e| P . : 

Age See If you are a student who would like 
more than they wanted to know about i y ee y . 

ee) ref fsa a he é to know more about these issues, and 

Loe aera ee Per tes = = | about one of the college’s most interest- 
treatment plants work.” | ¥ a Eee 4 kta f z for EPD 392 

Her responsibilities on campus have ones | ee ee oe a ig professors; Tepister 107 Y 
: P P lee eee een = A 3 a ees | “Writing Operator Manuals and Software 

continued to grow through the years. [ese 4 mf by i ae | Documentation.” Ill 
Formerly head of the Technical Commu- SRL mmEN FO Laie SF gh , 
nications Certificate program, she now Sen a we at 
has a new title: Manager of Campus is ate ne ee * oe 

Courses in Engineering Professional ea se er ees a ——— AUTHOR —————— 
Development. She oversees a whole new Professor Robinson pauses at a trail head in — 
mission for the former extension depart- _the Montana wilderness (she is relentless in Liz Roberts holds a B.S. degree in English 
ment, that of teaching for-credit under- her search for fish that will bite on her home- and is currently working for her Technical 
graduate courses. She sees exciting made trout flies). Communications Certificate. 

challenges in her new position. SSS 

According to Professor Robinson, 

“Our new mission opens up interesting 

opportunities for cooperation with other Oe 
departments inthe college. We also can ese 
See Soe nico nesaanian Oa LD Ay 

ee met 
".,.Most importantly, she GO Sf 

loves to see the light bulb go ee oe 
on over a student's head.”  . fo 

our undergraduates the chance to eg 
interact with professionals who come to eg Hi 
Madison for EPD’s short courses.” ad H é ‘ 

She also hopes to build an even 4 ae a 
stronger technical communication H fa 
program. “So far our responses from lr C . 
industry have been very encouraging. tera ‘ 
Industry is increasingly in need of 4 i 
engineers who can communicate a» a 

effectively. The field of technical writing a — 

is growing rapidly, too. I get two or ea asl . 

three calls a month from companies os 

looking for technical wniters./ They are Now That You're Not Living With Mother, 
always looking for someone with a ; . 
sound technical background.” Discover What Living Is All About 

Her special scholarly interest is 
owner and operator manuals, especially 

the legal and safety issues that make 
these documents so important. She ; 
recently served as an expert witness in a ee ea 
product liability case in which a com- 
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W u 

(or "Never Let THEM See You Sweat’) 

As you sit back with your fifteenth bottle 
of Ol’ Swill, drunkenly grumbling after your 
most recent midterm/idiotic-lab-write-up, 
just remember: all this will come to an end 

someday. While a few will break, (either 
turning into Education or Psych majors or 

rampaging about the Engineering Campus FT 
with an assault rifle and LOTS of explosives 
most budding engineers blossom into oe Square One: Each Player Draws One Card... 

” ig eng . In order to play The Employment Game. you must have 
and disgruntled, albeit employable, profes- whatis known as a resume. “Resume” is an old French word 
sionals. This is the start of a new era in your for “list of children’s breakfast cereal ingredients” which has 
foye 1 been modified over the years to mean “amusing pack of 

life: The Emp loy! ment Game! lies.” Youcan pay someone to make youa resume and most 
people will accept money to write amusing lies about you. 

: ey Asn. The problem is that most of these amusing lies will no doubt 
seed 4 involve Elvis Presley, and though the King was quite an 

Fy entertainer, he was not known for his engineering ability. In 
this case you may wish to write your own resume. The earliest 

tesumes were massive stone blocks with the words ‘Gimme 
a johb uri wil krush yew wif thiz big stoan blok!’ carved on 
them. Today’s resume is much simpler; a sheet of paper 

detailing your educational and employment achievements 

with the words “Gimme a johb uri wil giv yew menny nastey 

paypur kutz wif thiz peas uv paypur!” laser-printed in 12-point 

Helvetica across the bottom ofit. Youare now ready to start. 

Luxury Tax: Each Player Selects A Token... / 
Now you must look the part. Pick up a copy of “Young 

Execudroid” magazine to see how young execudroids, er, 
professionals are supposed to dress. It is important to dress in 
a serious and professional manner, so leave your bunny 

slippers at home. Young women are expected to wear a 
conservative dress or suit while men have their options lim- 
ited tojust the suit. In addition, men willbe expected towear fr 

‘ties’. Ties were invented by the French (go figure...) and 
consist of thin lengths of ugly cloth designed to attract food 
stains and get caught in rotating machinery. Both men and T 
women must wear expensive leather shoes that are both un- 
comfortable and completely without traction. This may y po on yo U r 

come asashock to many men, butwomen are accustomed 
to this since they have been wearing expensive and uncom- res u I Y 1ie- 
fortable shoes for some time now. In addition, men will be 
expected to wear white socks with their suits in order to 

further amuse the interviewer. Lose a tu rn 

| 
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You Missed an interview 

ay es because your car got towed. 
Po aad of (Are you kidding? There is no 
ace i 7 ee . . 

a 4 such thing as Free Parking on 
this campus.) Go back two 

spaces. 

Free Parking: Roll Seven, Eleven, or 
Doubles... 

That wasn't so tough, now was it? This part 
of the game involves patience and lots of it. It’s 
your turn to sit near the mailbox for days and 
days waiting for a letter to arrive. 

u =o 

Chance: Pick a card, any card... 
The Job Interview. Thisis your big chance to show a company that 

youare a talented professional, an asset to their firm, andamotivated ‘A 
and directed individual dedicated to the highest ideals of engineer- 
ing. It may also be abig chance to show them that youare an illiterate 
antisocial drunken lugnut. This is where you must put your best foot 
forward, so make sure your shoes are polished. The Interviewer will ask 
you a series of questions that may seem irrelevant and stupid. These 

questions have a dual purpose; they are asked to help determine your 
interests and aptitudes as well as to help keep the Interviewer from 
giggling at your resume. Some standard questions are: A 
eWhat did you enjoy most about college? 

eWhy did you go to college when you could have got married and 

worked your entire life at a dead-end job in your home town just like 
everybody else you know from high school? 

eWhere did you get that tie... Fleet Farm? 
Be prepared to answer these questions and many more just like them. LJ 

Ld 
1m 

Free Spin: Roll the Dice and Move Your Mice... 
Choose the company you wish to work for. This is not as hard as the 

previous two steps and, in most cases, it does not involve the 

French. Selecting companies to work for can be done easily 

=} enough in your spare time, such as when you are watching 
TWordrinking beer. Late at night, drink some beer and watch 

Com pa ny offbeat cable channels such as C-SPAN, ESPN or the Home 
Cable Value American Consumer Bargain Shopper Network 

a n Cc el le d Channel for interesting advertisements. Remember: eachone 4 eR 
Cc of the zillions of zany and wacky products advertised on TV wi Sy 

. . were designed by drunken, insomniac engineers such as Ne 

interviews-— yourself. You too could be gainfully employed as a skilled 
artisan, plying your trade in the corporate world. Your invention 
could be the next In-The-Shell Egg Scrambler, Chia-Pet, or Bacon- 

Adva n ce on e Flavored Pressurized Cheeze Goop In A Can™... 

space i 
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Lose a Turn: Go Directly to Jail! Do Not Pass GO! Do ae 

Not Collect $200... 
Many times you will receive a rejection, or ‘dink’ letter that goes a wheeveyounre 

little like this: Whereveryouare 
whocareswhatschoo! 

Dear Whoeveryouare, 
| really enjoyed meeting with you during your recent campus interview. 
Boy, did we ever get a good laugh from your resume! And that tie! Man, 
you crack me up! Too bad we don’t have a Job to offer you. 

Good Luck (You'll need itl), 
Somebody Who Already Has A Job 

Cheer up. Itisn’tso bad. Eventually someone will invite you out to their ay 
plant so that the whole company can laugh at your resume. H 

O 

oy) Spin Again: Take a Ride on the Reading... 
a “2 Now you get to travel around the U.S. at your potential em- 
estes ployer’sexpense. Aweek ago you were swilling beer and eating 

ey mac’n cheeze but now, you're a swinging jet-setter, alive and 
a kicking in the world of rental cars and hotel rooms. There are 

rca some important rules to remember, so pay careful attention. 

See Always label your luggage clearly so that you can find it quickly 
oe | asitwhisks by youat 150 miles per hour on that little conveyor belt 

yi your parents always told younot to play on. Aclearlabelon your 
PA luggage also makesit easier for airline workers to identify as they 
Ey e send it to Saskatchewan, Boise, or Jupiter. Many companies will 

not be located near big cities so you may have fo fly in a ‘com- 
ky = muter’ aircraft. Don't worry if the commuter flightis a bit bumpier 

Boardwalk: We Have A Winner... than normal flights. This is due to the smaller size of the airplane. 
Within several days/months your lucky You are perfectly safe; commuter pilots are highly trained indi- 

letter will arrive and you will be offered a job viduals that have a lot of experience flying planes into hillsides. 
and all your hard work will have paid off. But When you arrive at the plant, you will be given a tour of the 

the game Isn't over yet. Two more obstacles facilities. Thisis to familiarize you with the company and its opera- 

must be overcome First you must pass a tions, as well as to see if you will get your tie caught in some 
ddrug tet. This Invo! . . Il. suffice to say, if rotating machinery. You will then be introduced to your pro- 
rug ri aH elise tb eeu ice ° ee spective co-workers. They will tell you more about the company 

yOu ok hit the little cup "f isl ote 8 - and ask you many questions about yourself such as “Who wrote 

bly on drugsand youwon't get the job. Next. your resume... Steve Martin?” and “Does that tie glow in the 
you must actually graduate. This can be dark?" . ve 
tricky especially if you've been celebrating a % - {opt ues peek 
your job offer for any length of time. Youmay Bieo fae HS He I yen ° 

feel like telling your lab instructor what to do _b, 
with his or her steam turbine but remember, Fig 
this person controls your grade. Also, he or 
she is probably still in graduate school which 
means that he orshe probably didn’t get any | 
job offers and will be VERY likely to make your Fr 
life miserable for the rest of your college ca- Putting Your Toys Away 

reer, So be nice to them. vrgpern , ; 
Nowitis time to say goodbye to your friends, relatives, 

H classmates and creditors as you pack up all your worldly 
possessions and move off into the Great Beyond (or 
Pittsburgh, as the case may be). Thisisa time forreflection. 

el) Thisis.a time to look forward and to look back. Thisisa time 
Bob Apthorpe is a senior in Nuclear to hide from the Wisconsin Alumni Association. This is a 
Engineering and will graduate in May. time for tearful goodbyes. It is also a good time to get rid 
The staff heartfully hopes that Bob has of that tie... 

received a job offer before this issue 
hits the stands! 
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outstanding people don’t stand still. 

S o you always thought IBMers were a bunch of to multiple projects. IBMers have the option to 
blue striped suits with buttoned down minds. move from one area to another . . .to relocate to 

Nothing could be further from the truth. a variety of sites. . . and to follow a career track 
They're movers and shakers along purely technical lines or into management. 

Energetic, ambitious and smart i People who All the while moving up just as fast and as far 
nowhere they're going and get there fast as your talent will take you because we're a 
People with ideas who choose IBM because they company that promotes from within. 

know their ideas will be heard and put into action. ee Your education doesn’t end 
as 5‘ “T can bea systems 5 : 

That's right. The winds of change are sweep- _ engineer, marketeer, jotbecns vacankesdeaw 
ing the vast corporate infrastructure of IBM. educator, programmer — i fb th and 
Today’s IBM is a leaner, more streamlined oper- ceo oe wn ee OE ae ee ee 

ion that reacts more quickly. .. takes more risks arehhigh achievers wil Job specitic training, ation that rea¢ q Ys are high achievers with eaneine tron Grade 
...is closer to the customer. ..and encourages _ big dreams and tons of a ran SH 

speak enthusiasm. I would not i , 

thinking and ve = heres De AUS Resident Study 
; int E and Special Stud- 

This is not a company that rests on its past Ana Cruz Gonzalez ies Programs to 
successes. We're sharing our blueprint for the ee Technical 

future with both our staff Hartford. CT Sabbaticals. 
\ ef and competitors. We're’ 

|. expanding with the 
, marketplace...and /° 

4 Right from the start you’ll get all the respon- 
sibility you can handle. Work in small project 

fe ¥ teams with the newest computer-aided equipment. 
i Involved in technologies that range from image 
ba processing to laser-fiber optics. . . from robotics 

and computer controlled instrumentation to 
electron-beam technology and satellite trans- 
mission. Applying the latest technologies. . . 

mis and working with some of the industry’s ots aes 
fe ear eo brightest people in all fields. eee ee 

at ee at inthe wees You'll earn early recognition and have the eee eon portunities oe 
NC eta ton , opportunity for exposure Taking change happeli? 

ct eeciuueal chalte . | Steve Czarnecki 
Fight People tn eee | Advisory Systems Engineer, Owego, NY 

them. the way, ee | : . they know how to have _ | And there’s more. IBM encourages its family of 
Hint (Og | “The thing that gets a professionals to exceed their own expectations. 
Alisa B. Eaker ye me going the most is Atall levels, IBMers may receive recognition 

a Software J ry the possibilities, the | ye and financial awards for outstanding contribu- 
Research ‘Trangle Park, || F f | Gacumendee (eat SS et tions, innovation and technical achievement. 

oe y iA Ye my “ay Never has there been a more exciting time 
ae z futinre Carve: denon: ~ to join IBM in development, programming, 

ment at IBM is primarily research, manufacturing or marketing. If you 
the responsibility of the want to experience that sense of accomplish- 
yal ee ment and self-fulfillment that sparks new ideas 
counsel. Having that and keeps you growing, step into IBM. You and 
degree of control over your career will never stand still. 
my own future career 

~<a is terribly exciting.” =S== = 

even developing products that easily hook up a LSE fs 
with systems outside the IBM environment. Syteing Matiage- 

’, : ; ment Designer After all, we're the worldwide leader incom- Research Triangle An Equal Opportunity Employer 
munications. And with us communication begins _ park, NC 
right here. Where individuality is prized. Diversity 
applauded. And management is open-minded, 
progressive and responsive.



ENGINEERING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

DISTANCE LEARNING! t 

UW-Mapison's EPD Joins NTU 

With the current technology of our world rapidly and hours a day, seven days a week. Most 
: . ° = ft transmitted credit courses are recorded 

continually changing, there is a growing demand for continuing videotape at the students’ work places 
education, especially in the engineering profession. for later viewing. 
aa UPR RReeRiaeneE ea When short courses and seminars 

Competition and growth make it Presently, NTU offers a master of are transmitted live, students have the 

necessary for industry to continually science degree in seven areas: Computer opportunity to communicate directly 
update and inform its engineers of the Engineering, Computer Science, Electri- with the instructors as well as other 
latest changes in technology. In an effort cal Engineering, Engineering Manage- students participating across the country 
to expedite this process, several compa- ment, Manufacturing Systems Engineer- _ via different forms of telecommunica- 
nies have joined together to create a ing, Management of Technology, and tions, including telephone, electronic 
system of continuing education for Materials Science and Engineering. mail, and FAX machines. 

engineers. The formation of the National Each participating university offers During live transmissions, some 
Technological University (NTU) was the different courses in these areas depend- students actually attend the seminars at 
result of this combination. NTU isa ing on the individual strengths and the university where the course is being 
graduate degree granting school that specialties. UW-Madison’s contribution offered. Transmission is coordinated in 
conducts courses through the use of to NTU consists of courses on Power such a way that lectures, discussions, and 
telecommunications systems. Systems in electrical engineering. Each 

Established in 1984 as a non-profit university independently produces its , : . 
corporation, NTU is based in Fort own courses, and those schools which ...distance education provides 

Collins, Colorado. The NTU network is own uplinks can directly transmit their the opportunity and 
composed of 25 schools from across the courses nationwide through NTU’s feasibility for companies to 
country, and over 60 companies in satellite band. Schools without their own Il 1 

industry. Participating schools include _ satellite uplinks film the courses on vide- allow more employees to 
such prominent institutions as Colorado _—otape and then send the tapes directly to participate in the seminars. 
State University, Iowa State University, NTU in Colorado, or to another school —_—--—- 

Purdue University, Renssalaer Polytech- _- with an uplink, to be transmitted. UW- lunch breaks are conducted as if all 
nic Institute, the University of Minne- Madison recently purchased its own participants were actually at the hosting 
sota, and the University of Wisconsin- uplink and has already transmitted two university. 

Madison. live seminars. The alternative to live broadcasts of 
NTU offers two main types of NTU’s distribution system is these seminars is the transmission of pre- 

programs: credit courses for students satellite-based using a satellite operation _ recorded videotapes of the course 
pursuing graduate degrees and short in the 12/14GHz band. Satellite uplink conducted at the host university. NTU’s 
courses and seminars for professional stations are located at participating credit courses are usually transmitted in 
engineers seeking updates on current universities, and a network of receive- this manner. Videotapes of the course 

technology. The academic programs only terminals are at each company site conducted at an individual university are 
offered by NTU draw upon approved of participating graduate students. NTU produced and then broadcasted later. 

course offerings from the 25 participating operates four channels using two For these credit courses, necessary 
universities. transponders and transmits courses 24 materials such as text books, lecture 
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notes, written assignments, and supple- At UW-Madison this semester two ica | 
mentary materials are mailed to students __ electrical and computer engineering ae 
enrolled in the course before instruction graduate credit courses are being 2 
begins. Professors hold office hours on videotaped for later broadcast. This Dat ae . 
the host campus, and students are videotaping is performed in the Kurt F. | : : 
encouraged to contact them for ques- Wendt Engineering Library under the . i 

tions and comments as well as for direction of Robert Perras, audio visual y 

submitting written course assignments director for the College of Engineering. s&s es. 
through various forms of communica- Live broadcasts from UW-Madison are ae NS ae 

Fn Fen Da usually taped at the WHA-TV studio in A SR ~< 
Years of extensive research Vilas Communications Hall. UW- a VM =< NN 
have proven that, if well- Madison transmits live about one short aa GF Wao : Se 

designed, distance learning is course per month. Perras explains that Cer tot \ oN eo 

. . . courses most frequently taped and 5 5 
just as effective as the tradi- broadcasted deal with electrical and Thomas Smith is the director of Telecommu- 
tional classroom education." material science engineering. According nications Programming in the Department of 

to Perras, “Those are the areas that seem Engineering Professional Development. 

tions, including telephones, FAX, to have the most demand for continuing nnn GT SITIGUTTERUTTCUETT 

electronic mail, U.S. mail, express mail, education.” everyone can come to Madison.” He 

or computer conferencing. Thomas Smith, the director of explains that the considerable cost factor 

At UW-Madison, teaching assistants | Telecommunications Programming inthe sustained by companies who send 
grade the written assignments just as Department of Engineering Professional | employees to universities is much greater 
they would if the students were on Development, works to coordinate than that of distance learning. In an 

campus. Examinations are administered _ various means of distance learning and attempt to minimize such expenses, 
at the company sites by designated helps to select, design, and market companies must often limit the number 
proctors. At the end of the course term courses on the distance education of employees sent to a particular seminar. 
grade transcripts are sent from the host system. According to Smith, distance education 

university to NTU where a complete set Smith notes several advantages to provides the opportunity and feasibility 
of records is kept for each degree-seeking distance learning over traditional for companies to allow more employees 
student. classroom education, “Obviously, not to participate in the seminars. 

——— —- — ; = In addition, this type of education 

ee | ween oe sd ’ allows students, who are most often 
be ae | LH = —, at experienced, established professionals, to 
tig py at id oe ae ~\ . en ae remain close to their families while 
io tees ll | .) vy uN i enrolled in a course. As for the effective- 

. |) ao 1g See’ ness of distance education, Smith 
' — ‘Shereemadimaliiaaaatimaiee a | “ “| ascertains,” Years of extensive research 

. é ue 7 a — ae Ye || have proven that, if well-designed, 
Py ___ i ae | distance learning is just as effective as the 

— sey 1 ee £@ _ | traditional classroom education.” Ill 
| Se Yeas . i 

ee i. a ~ i y — AUTHOR 
: i Y; Nancy Hromadka is a sophomore in electrical 

_ 4 and computer engineering. The staff is proud 
: er ¢ e Yr ff of Nancy's accomplishments during her first 

(oe (=o ‘ YW \ semester as co-editor of the Wisconsin 
—— ‘a ¥ zi (s\ N \ Engineer. 

| ! — y 4 a j SS \\ Photos by Kelly Weisheipl of the Wisconsin 
| = al os se iy / wah (i Engineer 

Bp ie ee : / Wiis Lilli) \ : 

Robert Perras displays video equipment used for taping courses at UW-Madison. 
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When the Department of Engineering Professional Development at the while pursuing his or her degree. 
University of Wisconsin-Madison was founded in the late 1940's, a profes- Consequently, the P.D. degree can be 

; : . earned without interfering with the 
sional degree was granted to engineers for experience they had accumulated candidate’ ilies 
5 f a : ee A : ‘andidate’s career or family life. 
in their engineering careers. No specific scholastic work was required for Invaddition to various seminars, 

that degree. However, in the early 1970's, the need for a more structured short courses, and correspondence 
program was recognized, and the Professional Development (P.D.) degree courses, P.D. candidates may now 
program was developed. Since then, the P.D. degree program has matured complete Graduate Outreach videotape 

into a respectable advanced degree opportunity available to engineers courses as part of their program. With 
around the world. this course format, instructional vide- 

TT Te OPES iN Courses such as Advanced 
The P.D. Degree and career objectives. The program’s Digital Processing, Basic Engineering 

The Professional Development most eminent flexibility is in the various Writing, or Advanced Electrochemical 
degree in Engineering allows practicing course formats that are allowed. Candi- _ Engineering are sent to the candidate. 
engineers to earn an advanced engineer- _ dates complete degree requirements by With numerous course formats, P.D. 
ing degree while continuing to work designing a program of study that may candidates have a wide variety of choices 
full-time. The P.D. program allows the include short courses, seminars, corre- for their total learning experience. 
engineer to update and advance technical _ spondence and videotape courses, and/ To bea candidate for the Profes- 
knowledge as well as to freshen up or campus courses. Since all require- sional Development Degree, one must be 
fundamental skills. It can be utilized to eee _s a practicing engineer who has been out of 

investigate new horizons of interest, or to Each candidate's course of school for a minimum of three years. 
re-focus engineering education. The ; study is planned by the P.D. Associate Director and Counselor 
degree provides an excellent opportunity A Cheri McKently states, “The P.D. degree 
for engineers to prepare for additional candidate and geared toward will have more meaning to the candidate 
managerial and technical responsibilities his or her individual goals if he [or she] waits. Most have been out 
they may be facing at a particular point and career objectives. of school at least four years before 
in their careers. ——_—_——_ beginning their programs.” 

The P.D. program is designed for ments for the degree can be completed The typical candidate for the P.D. 
flexibility. Each candidate’s course of through independent study or on degree is an engineer with a bachelor of 
study is planned by the candidate and candidates’ local campuses, the candi- science degree who desires an advanced 
geared toward his or her individual goals _ date does not need to reside in Madison degree, as well as the engineer with an 
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| Ye : - P , io 

7 eae! pe a 

aay — 7 8 a a 

Pw } | i = 
2 i a\ | _ 4 The P.D. degree is an external 

a a _ s i . gl degree, and can be earned without 
4] i / boys > i coming to Madison. This provides an 

la t << = oa 2 | opportunity to earn an advanced degree 
’ ; Z a j a r Ss ~ { through the University of Wisconsin- 
\ a | ios ae eae | Madison from anywhere in the world. 

=~‘ . uN a a : — “ : In fact, 16% of the current candidates are 
: SS ne at _—— = [= oe from ares outside the U.S. 

: SOS ees SS Sew ee ‘andidates in the P.D. program have 
SOS TOES" Zz 2 SS ~ oe ne the option of working through oie 

P.D. Associate Director and Counselor Cheri McKently works with a P.D. candidate. quality institutions convenient to them. 
—————<— Although one-half of the degree require- 

ments must be completed through the 

advanced degree who would like to degree is also an excellent way to prepare University of conn ane 
become certified in additional areas of oneself to take on more job responsibili- remainder can be completed’ ak comepes 

5 a 7 4 i of the candidate’s choice. 
engineering expertise. ties. The P.D. degree allows the engineer 

Specific qualifications dictate to earn an advanced degree from the ~~ In terms of finance and 
acceptance of applicants into the pro- University of Wisconsin-Madison . Hh 

gram. All candidates must have a without going back to school full-time. completion time, graduate 

bachelor of science degree from an ABET This means a minimum amount of time school would have been 
(Accreditation Board for Engineering and _ is lost from work and home. difficul * so te P.D.vro 
Technology) accredited institution ora For some engineers, the Professional if ap gr arn 

B.S. ina related area, and either a Development degree may be a more was the perfect alternative. 
Professional Engineer license obtained attractive goal than a master of science ————— 

through examination or 100 credits degree. Flexibility is the main distinc- The Engineering Professional 
similar to those required for a B.S. in tion. McKently states, “Many candidates Development Degree is also attractive to 
Engineering at UW-Madison, plus at are in a period of their lives where it’s industry and is perceived with respect. 

least four years of professional experi- very difficult to take two years off to Most companies pay for continuing 
ence. Previous college grade point return to campus. There’s just no way education, and, according to McKently, 
averages are not taken into consideration. they could earn a traditional engineering —_ they want “on the spot progress—dollars 
Currently, 70% of the P.D. candidates degree.” And unlike the M.S. degree, and cents, now.” Many respectable 
have their first degree, while 30% possess _ the P.D. degree boasts a program tailored companies on the leading edge of 
an MSS., M.A., or other graduate degree. to fit each individual candidate. What's technology boast P.D. graduates: IBM, 

. more, the P.D. degree allows candidates General Motors, Rockwell International, 

Benefits of the P.D. Degree to backtrack and take some undergradu- and numerous others. The most impor- 

The P.D. degree reaps marvelous ate coursework. This permits them to tant benefit to the employer is the 
benefits for its holder. An advanced include professional electives in business advancement in the knowledge of their 
degree in engineering is proof of incen- and management. While a master’s employees. In addition, P.D. candidates 
tive to employers and supervisors. It degree is very focused, the P.D. degree typically concentrate their required 

shows that the engineer is willing to put allows some diversity of coursework to independent study project on areas that 
forth extra effort to keep up with provide candidates with a broader pertain to their companies. The P.D. 
changing technology. Earning a P.D. educational experience. program is a program that reduces 
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employee time away from the job. Candidates must also complete a 20- _ by the P.D. Director before the candidate 
Consequently, the company does not CEU independent study project which begins work on the project. The average 
have to sacrifice production for the sake represents 200 hours of work. The topic independent study project is completed 
of advancement. for the project is up to the candidate. in six months to a year. 

. Usually, the candidate will complete a Professional Development Degree 

P.D. Course Requirements few courses, see how the learning relates _ candidates also have the option to 
To earn a Professional Development =. concentrate on one of six specific focus 

degree in Engineering, each candidate For'soime envineers, the areas. Presently, five focus programs are 

must complete 120 Continuing Education § r available to candidates: Manufacturing 
Units. One-hundred of the required 120 Professional Development Engineering, Energy Management, 

CEU's must come from evaluated course- degree may be a more Value ee Manage 
work in which candidates must receive a : ment, and Electrical Engineering. An 
passing letter grade. Of the 120 CEU's, attractive goal than a additional focus in Public Worle is being 

thirty-six must come from coursework master of science degree. developed, and will be available by the 
that advances the candidate technically. iH ___ end of 1991. The candidate completes a 
The remaining may come fromacombi- _ to his or her work, and then draw up a specific number of CEU's in courses of 
nation of professional electives, review proposal for his independent study his or her choice in the focus area, and 

courses, and outside interest electives. project. The proposal must be approved then completes the remaining CEU's 

THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DeGree AT Work 
The P.D. program has many benefits, after receiving her undergraduate program gives her an extra edge. For 

but ultimately its worth can be best degree. Most of her courses were example, she was able to take French 
expressed on the individual level by completed through correspondence with _ through the elective course requirement. 
those who participate in it. Anna a few management courses taken hereon _ This helps her at her workplace in 
Burwash was a P.D. program graduate in campus. Initially, as with any schooling, | Ontario, Canada where many people are 
1981, and is currently employed at the time management became a factor to both English and French speakers. 
Ontario Ministry of Community and consider, but overall Burwash believes As a whole, Burwash recommends 
Social Service. the program was very convenient and and mentions many positive qualities of 

Burwash decided on the P.D. flexible concerning the students’ needs. the program. “It was flexible enough to 
program for many reasons. It provided She finds that at work many set my learning objectives.” Though a 

an “option to getting post-graduate personal benefits have come from correspondence student, Burwash found 
education.” In terms of finance and participation in the program. Better the staff very supportive. One of the best 
completion time, graduate school would _ understanding of technical matters, advantages she found in the P.D. 
have been difficult, so the P.D. program _ prioritizing, and management skills are Program was “not having to quit her job 
was the perfect alternative. among the many benefits she cites. Ina _to continue her education.” 

Going back to school posed quite a time when most employers expect their 
challenge for Burwash, who had waited employees to continue their technical 
some time to begin the P.D. program education, Burwash feels the P.D. - by Deniz Ayaz 
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toward the P.D. degree. For example, a 4 aa i ie Ge 

candidate who focuses in Disaster Man- * Bes é \ iin aa 
agement, earns 60 CEU's in coursework aii if i} if 4 ys 7 win 

directly pertaining to Disaster Manage- ‘aes Yj PLM Pipe) [28 
ment. After completing this portion of si . ve spe yh 
the coursework, the candidate receives a ‘ me Vi “i a “Sy pi bm 738 
diploma in Disaster Management. The ' i f hag of 1 ty 

remaining CEU's can be in additional = Ay. ee $a ye et ts a a 

Disaster Management courses or in other - Wy % Pay fo fis if HH 
areas of study. . in a ye SRF £ 

There are currently 120 candidates , fy yj“ SRS at 
enrolled in the P.D. program. To date, 3 ab ih Ai SS F SM j a 2  , / ee. amen aN 
99 engineers have received Professional —- ee eM s\ ie a7 3 

Development degrees from the Univer- Associate Dean for Outreach C. Allen Wortley (standing) looks at computer 
sity of Wisconsin-Madison. Each application with a P.D. candidate. 

candidate has seven years to complete (lini i in nnn —— $= 
the required coursework, but the 
majority finish in five years or less. =) 

The Professional Development in 
Engineering degree is an excellent way . ; 
for practicing engineers to continue their & Il 
education without disrupting their ie u tuer Si 
careers or home lives. For more informa- W> oW i zi 
tion on the P.D. degree, engineers may © p Ora [ 4 
contact Cheri McKently, P.D. Associate VP) [ee UE Ki ’ ne. 5 
Director at (608) 262-0133, toll-free (800) } 

362-3020, or (800) 262-6243 (in WI). “| INSTANT AND ACCURATE 
Written inquiries may be mailed to: Cheri (ae COMPUTERIZED RESERVATIONS 
McKently, Counselor, Professional Develop- : ( \ BY TRAVEL PROFESSIONALS 
ment Degree Program, University of Wiscon- g 
sin-Madison, 432 North Lake Street, Madi- ~ G ; 
son, WI 53706. Il F iy _ Swift Service Convenient Parking 

Yn f 
A ie 

UE Ae AIRLINE TICKETS ¢ CRUISES 
Z~< y B TOURS © CARS * HOTELS 

———— _ S 
——_ AUTHOR oe 1605 Monroe Street 
Amy Damrow is a freshman who wants to © Where all our clients are giants” 2 56-4444 ~ 
major in civil engineering. This is Amy's EX 
first semester on staff and already her second =| 
contribution to the Wisconsin Engineer. 
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DISASTER MANAGEMENT: i 

“From the Caribbean to the Carolinas, Hurricane Hugo’s Path aie wiew amie tea 

of Destruction marks it as One of the Fiercest Storms of the development of a country or a region that 
Decade.” has been affected by a disaster, so it may 

oS O— _iwNWN—~—SIm EE _ end up being better Off than when it 
This Time magazine headline helping to deal with the aftereffects of started,” Schramm says. 

describes a natural disaster at its worst. Hurricane Hugo. An objective of the Disaster Manage- 
But what happens when the storm is Schramm explains that disaster ment Center is training disaster manage- 
over? How can the damage be rectified? | management includes not only the ment workers, from executives to field 
Something is being done right here at immediate response to a disaster such as _ directors, to deal with various aspects of 
UW-Madison to help. the recent earthquake that devastated disaster management. 

Don Schramm, architect in Engineer- San Francisco but also long-term rehabili- The major focus of the program 
ing Professional Development(EPD), is tation and reconstruction stemming from _ involves distance education. This 

co-founder of the Disaster Management such a disaster. Additional aspects of includes any educational tools ranging 
—_—_————— managing natural hazards involve from textbooks to video and radio. It is 

Although a major incident like “looking at ways to mitigate against the important to inform and educate people 
a hurricane or an earthquake impacts of disasters in the future,” says in a clear, concise manner, yet many 

: . . Schramm. people in need of this information have 
is destructive, a disaster can Although a major incident like a uncompromising schedules or live too far 
have positive ramifications. hurricane or an earthquake is destructive, away to attend regular classes. 

Center on campus. He and friend, Paul \ j 

Thompson, also a Madison architect, v c s 

formed the Center in 1982. os Nearer ae ; 
Schramm recalls how the idea shabimation Response > S Maming prea oes Disaster 

originated. “[Paul] and I sat down over a 4 . litigation 

period of time and came up with the idea al [| XA NS — 

of using the expertise that we have and 
that the University of Wisconsin has in , Disaster 

continuing education. . to put together a Reconstruction Development Prevention 

program to help train and educate people 
around the world—outside the United 
States—in disaster management.” 

Coincidentally, Thompson has been 
periodically working in Puerto Rico Aim and scope of Disaster Management 
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Thus Schramm and Thompson, The workshops and books are in Center has also held workshops in such 
assisted by an advisory board of interna- _ several languages. Since 1985 the faraway places as Zimbabwe, Ethiopia, 
tional experts, developed the idea of a program has conducted twenty-one Kenya, Malawi, and most recently 

self-study program in 1982. Earning a workshops all around the world. In Bangkok, Thailand, where Schramm 
degree in disaster management is similar places like Zaire, the workshop is in taught at a two-week conference. 

to other diplomas that engineering French, in Honduras and Costa Rica, Schramm emphasizes that the 
students earn in EPD. A person enrolled Spanish. The Disaster Management people who benefit from these programs 

in classes receives books and course 

materials via Air Mail or Federal Express. 
The student learns material on his/her 

own, and upon completion of the 

material wates an examunder the RFG - Financial Planning for Engineering 
guidance of a proctor. After passing the . . . 
exam, the student gains continuing Professionals and Graduating Engineers 
education units (CEUs) in a particular . . 
disaster management subject area. These days anyone can call himself or herself a financial 

“The idea was to create a collection planner. Insurance salespersons, bankers, stock brokers and 

of courses that people could take, either even department store clerks are all suddenly offering finan- 
andividually;to learn/about.a’ particular cial planning services. As Consumer Reports magazine has 
~ “We were the first college elt “Today’s (financial) planner may just be yesterday’s 

. . . roker or insurance salesperson. The growing field has gone 

of engineering to get into virtually unregulated. . anyone can hang out a shingle and 
the business of providing call himself or herself a financial planner.” 

continuing education and are At Resource Financial Group we truly are professional 

still, I think, the biggest and financial planners and we have the experience and credentials 
the best in the country.” to prove it. Our staff of Certified Financial Planners have 

eee mi anne ne completed extensive coursework and met substantial experi- 

topic, or eventually to be able to use ence requirements in order to qualify for the designation CFP. 
these courses and other continuing Regardless of the complexities of your individual situa- 
Soe ee re Ue O ly tion, we can design a financial plan structured to meet your 
ment diploma in disaster management or ; 
emergency management,” Schramm particular needs. 

tie says the program envi- Please call one of our RFG Associates specializing in 
sions a clientele encompassing private assisting graduating engineers and engineering professionals: 

ae Saree Chuck Housner Kristin Anderson Jennifer Pope 

People working for United Nations (UN) : 

as well as governmental workers in a fF Resource Financial Group 
disaster-afflicted countries are also Fe : 

likely candidates fora self-study a REG 4 oo laineaal been a 3t0 

program. Another audience would be a Ee Nfadison WI ee . x7 9100 
professionals without previous experi- FS = 
ence with disasters who wish to broaden 
their knowledge in their own area of 

expertise. 
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— Z i, 

_ — 3 es 
“. jp S ee x : fo 

fg ‘ - ws ai j q 

| 8 ey. ig. a 
| —" (OL 

— p> * ee || oil , | “Lighting Systems Basics.” On Day 
aed ep ae — es Three topics such as “Electrical Systems 

———a A fb fen —_~ ,~~e| Operations and Controls” and “Energy 
eS i ue se ee “ - Conservation Opportunities Analysis” 
lang ae ts ee A ee Ce ee were discussed, and Day Four dealt with 

rib Sty 7 CG At te woo “Computers in Energy Auditing.” Day 
os PS A pep ee 4 Mee Five concluded with Fieldwork/ 

: | tf : Me ee ge “he Tots Workshop exercises. This particular 

oO “ie hy “ey oe tas ern work shop will be offered again February 

a Ee Ao epee Pn Oe OS. 19-23, 1990. 

Don Schramm, an architect with Engineering Professional Development, is co-founder of the sreeiae pe ren of 

Disaster, Management Center. Schramm’s work in EPD, however. Al- 

need not have obtained a college degree. _ private organizations and governments though he sometimes teaches in work- 

“We didn’t want to limit enrollment in work to take care of these refugees. shops like others in EPD, Schramm is 
the courses to people who had a higher Participants learn how to analyze mainly responsible for conceiving, 
education,” since this isnot the normin social and cultural aspects of refugees, developing and coordinating programs 

many countries, Schramm says. for example. Logistics of getting food in continuing education. He brings in 
An important tangent to the ideaof and medicine to the site of the disaster experts from industry, government, and 

disaster management involves working _are involved. Dealing with health and other universities. Schramm includes 

with refugees. Schramm explains that nutrition issues, donor organizations, experts from UW-Madison whenever 
and the press are all likely subjects for possible. . a 

—_—_—,~S:« group simulations. In this sort of team Schramm says of UW-Madison, “We 

..-millions of refugees exist, project, each participant assumes a role were the first college of engincering to 

and their situation must be _asif assisting in an actual refugee get into the business of providing 
a dlike di emnercene emergency. continuing education and are still, I 

viewe 5! y Very often these workshops focus on think, the biggest and the best in the 

equal to any natural disaster. contingency planning and early warning Country." MN 

ss —______ signs, Schramm says. It is also important —_——$$— AUTHOR —$>$>—— 

millions of refugees exist, and their to know how to evaluate real needs in an ———— 

situation must be viewed like an emer- emergency. Kelly Weisheipl is a senior English major 

gency equal to any natural disaster. In October, Schramm presented a specifically interested in writing. She very 

“The idea of being a refugee is five-day course called, “Fundamentals of much looks forward to her second semester 

almost like a personal disaster because Energy Auditing.” Each day focused on —_working for the Wisconsin Engineering 

you are a person without a country,” a different aspect of energy analysis. magazine. 

Schramm says. He cites Africa, Asia and During Day One, for example, “How a 

Latin America as specific problematic Buildings Use Energy” was a general Photos by Kelly Weisheipl of the Wisconsin 

areas. He says organizations like UN, discussion topic. Day Two addressed, Engineer 
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Imagine that you have graduated in engineering and have been working ha — oe 
at your job between one and five years. Your supervisor gives you a project i. ae 
in an area that you either did not study or did not study in depth. What can a | 
you do in order to complete your assignment? One answer is to enroll ina ~*~ oF a. 
course or program in that area offered by the Department of Engineering 4 ye 
Professional Development (EPD). The EPD department is concerned with La — = ae - 
continuing education in engineering and technology. In the words of John — =e —_ : 
Quigley, Department Chairman, “We (EPD) are a small team of individuals, | | : Nua 

each working in our own professional area, to identify the needs of practitio- | oa! aos 2 

ners, and to create educational experience to meet those needs.” This depart- | MM = 
ment has been doing this officially and unofficially since 1889. a a ak 

The first recorded effort by the one-to-five day continuing education | , » 
College of Engineering to offer an programs, serving more than 15,000 

engineering outreach or extension course _ professional practitioners from all over 
was in 1889. C.D. Mark, professor of civil the world. This is all done by 15 faculty 

engineering, held an experimental members, 15 faculty associates, five or six \ 

Mechanics Institute in Racine, Wisconsin _ professional support staff (graphics, John Quigley, Chairman of Engineering 
and arranged for other such institutes in editors), and 20 program assistants. As Professional Development 
Milwaukee, Beloit, and Janesville, Patricia Robinson, Manager of Campus ————— 

Wisconsin. These institutes were de- Courses says, “It’s an exciting group of From its origin, the EPD has operated on 
signed to help artisans do their work people doing something important.” a cost recovery basis and has been self- 

better by incorporating new skills. In The two unique features of the EPD funded. Fees for the various programs 

1891, the University of Wisconsin are that its instructors are often actual can range from $150-300 per day. The 
Regents adopted a resolution that made practitioners and that it operates ona department is almost entirely supported 
Extension an official part of the Univer- cost-recovery basis. The programs (2-3 by registration fees. The fees are deter- 
sity of Wisconsin. Eight programs days) and short courses (3-5 days) are mined by the cost of creating the pro- 
serving 120 people formally marked the taught by “state-of-the-art” practitio- gram, cost of the support services (food, 
inauguration of engineerin ginstitutes in ners. These instructors are people in the books, speaker fees), and the number of 

1949-50. In 1985, the University Exten- particular industry, professors in the participants. Last year, the budget was 
sion Division became an official depart- field, and researchers. The faculty and $8 million. 

ment within the College of Engineering staff of the EPD department rely heavily Quigley says that the education that 

and was renamed the Department of on contacts and have a strong network- engineers receive may become outdated 
Engineering Professional Development. ing system so they can contact the most after graduation because there are always 
Presently , EPD offers approximately 400 qualified people to instruct the programs. new products, information, and research. 
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Quigley welcomes UW students to attend — what programs and courses are offered? _ participants ask for new program needs. 
the programs) and short COUT Oe Programs and short courses have Quigley says that there is an “open door” 
space-available basis at no charge with covered such areas as building design for new ideas. 
the exception of books or lunch. Philip and construction, environmental 
O'Leary, Assistant Department Chair- engineering, disaster management, and Can I receive credits by taking these 
man says, “The students can learn manufacturing. All the programs and programs or short courses? 
specialized information, see day-to-day short courses are listed in a bulletin. The programs and short courses are 
problems that people working in the field Now programs and courses are being usually non-credit courses. The Continu- 
are facing, and make contacts for future continually added as other programs ing Education Unit or CEU , invented 

employment: acho”, adds that and courses become dated or obsolete. —_—————— 
students should check with the program —‘ The EPD anticipates changes and EPD i : : Manan ise offers approximatel 
directors to see if space is available. promotes programs that allow their ff PP 2 arery 

The following questions are often participants to keep up-to-date about 400 one day to five day 
directed to the Engineering Professional future changes. In addition, the continuing education 

Development Department. program evaluations completed by all programs, serving more 

than 15,000 professional 
practitioners from all 

over the world. 

and published by Paul J. Grogan of the 
H H 1 EPD staff and presently used nationally, 

Wo ed a g iis \e; ; al to is offered to participants in the programs 
H and short courses. The CEU is a measure 

Manage Envi ron mental Issues of educational achievement. One CEU 
represents 10 hours of learning time. 

° ; . , Typically, a 2 day course is valued at 1.2 
Continually expanding to better meet clients CEU, ora three day course is valued at 
needs, RMT offers services in: 1.8 CEU. 

* Solid and hazardous waste management SL LLL 
+ Air and water pollution control — | 
+ Asbestos abatement “ | 
* Plant and process engineering | _ - 4 

+ Analytical laboratory testing - f >_> 
: . . ‘ ee e eh 

¢ Industrial hygiene engineering (oer =~ —s 
+ Water and wastewater treatment | . 2 ( ” ia e | 

* RCRA and CERCLA remediations [ : « id rl 
* Underground tank management ee a 7c. 

oo. F — 
i yf SS 

Comprehensive Engineering and Environmental | A “ . we 

Management Services. INC OB al OFt—t—~—B 
That's the RMT difference. beac -_  .. 

® oe pA. ee | 

. LS | _ 
RMT, Inc./Corporate and Northern Region ee oN | 

P. O. Box 8923 ae At | 

Madison, WI 53708 608-831-4444 | yes 4 
Offices: Washington, DC » California * Michigan * South Carolina * Tennessee —— - =e 
a EEE Philip O'Leary, Assistant Chairman of 

Engineering Professional Development 
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ie — Fw _. 

Is independent study available? t a oo aa 
Independent study by correspon- ie : = |. on ’ 

dence began in 1891. The University of ie So , ' oT we . ot i 
Wisconsin-Extension offers over 450 a oe a a on Pe f=. < Ma . - f 

university credit, continuing education, ay s 2 ce’ ‘+4 

high school, and vocational and technical ve 7 wok a: xg 

courses that you can study at your own ‘ + a ~ ’ OOS Na we 
pace. Of the 450 courses offered, 60 are ” oe ¥ a ee % Me a 

engineering-related correspondence _—" yy = wi a . I= 
courses. These courses are listed ina N \ Pe 4 a 
separate bulletin and include such oe Mi cc 
courses as Introduction to Value Analysis “2 ee es 

..." The students can learn —_——_) # 

oF ecialized inf ormation, see Thomas Snodgrass, an instructor in value engineering, assists participants 
day-to-day problems that of an EPD program. 
people working in the field TS 

are facing, and make contacts ; For more information or bulletin —— AUTHOR —————— 

for future employment." information, contact: Stefanie Smith is a senior in Chemical 

ee - __"_____ Engineering Professional Development Engineering and will graduate this year. 

and Engineering, Dynamics, Industrial A - Lake Street Stefanie was featured as a Fascinating 
Safety, and Disaster Preparedness. The ladison, WI 53706 ; Engineer in the April, 1988 issue of the 
cost for these classes varies with credit (608)262-2061 (in Madison) Wisconsin Engineer. 
and CEU. (800)362-3020 (inside WI) SS Eee 

(800)262-6243 (outside WI) Photographs by UW Photo Media and Janice 
Can I receive a degree? Czyscon and courtesy of EPD. 

If you have a Bachelor's of Science in eee te EIE ] 
engineering or a related science, you can [pe (a j TELE | 
qualify for the Engineering Professional isa, fo | / ] TE p ‘] 
Development degree (P.D. degree) in So : Haye ] ij i , / 
engineering. This degree is an excellent : < é - ' | TEER. / 
way for people to continue their educa- |) 7, w fess j I ree 
tion and continue working on their job. i oI aa \) a Te yee 
The P.D. degree is a unique degree and is y { 2 | | | | 

an alternative to the traditional M.S., ‘ 4 oy ‘ TE : = 
M.B.A., and Ph.D. The programs and : : ( | | - 

short courses of the EPD, traditional 4 E a 9 os | , 
undergraduate and graduate courses, Is ay = | 
and correspondence classes can be used Bs 6 = 4 | 

to complete the requirements. The (i ne , > or ee F Vb A ” 9 | 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Board :  \ J c = { 

of Regents awards this degree. pan v . a ‘- - 

In order to stay abreast of the latest peat ye ‘ 
technology, the EPD Department is the ae ai =| a a 0UF ® a 
answer. For all students and practicing ee ; . \ ~. 

engineers, EPD offers “state-of-the-art” | Sheeran 

courses and programs ina variety of wrt sag Je ae @ 
subject areas that you can take advantage | _ 2 - . 
of now or in the future. As simply stated “ =, : 7a ——————— 
by O'Leary, “We feel that we are the best Partici - 5 as 
at what we do.” Ill articipants in a typical EPD course work on computer applications. 
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Last spring a great opportunity came _ erations, site identification, soil chemisty tions. The students present came from 

my way. I have been a licensed plumber _ and plant interactions, and microbiology _ different backgrounds and offered 
for a while and thus, have been interested considerations. Although the course was _- Various reasons for attending the course. 

in the design and installation of out-of- diverse and informative, the material was Some students came for particular prob- 
the-ordinary septic systems. While on presented in a concise and productive lems that they were trying to deal with, 
campus, I decided to find out more. I manner easily understood by students. while others wanted general information 

talked to Professor Jim Converse to see if The course had many speakers that _ that they could possibly use in the future. 
there was anything new happening were experts in their fields. These For example, a student from Central 

within this subject area. He mentioned speakers were predominately from Wisconsin wanted to know more about 
that he would be lecturing a module Wisconsin and involved with UW- i 

within a course for Engineering Profes- Madison, state agencies or private The course was 

sional Development, and told me to consulting firms. There were also . . . 

__ speakers from Minnesota and Michigan. stimulating. It provided 

Although the course was Since the speakers were so diverse in many different thoughts 

diverse and informative, the their backgrounds, theoretical and on the same problems. 
‘ - practical processes could be combined to 

material was presented ma find optimal solutions. Teaching aids 
concise and productive manner employed by the speakers included the general subject area, while a student 
easi ly understood by students. overhead projectors, slide presentations, from Jamaica wanted to find out how to 

films, problem solutions, and statistical treat sewage without the use of soil. 
contact the EPD staff for further informa- _ histories. There was one student who worked 
tion. Upon contacting EPD, I was able to Many different subjects relating to for a state agency in charge of parks and 
sit in on the course when I was not busy _ small community wastewater designs recreational areas. He wanted to know 
with my other university classes. were covered. Instructors explained the more about the different wastewater 

Small Community Wastewater Design _ different views that need to be consid- treatment processes that could be used 
was a four and a half day course that ered when working to achieve an optimal in remote areas. Another student from 

covered many different topics related to solution. The material came from many New Mexico worked for a federal 

Wastewater Treatment. A few of the areas and was integrated within the agency that provided assistance to Indian 
many topics covered on the first day of course to provide the students with the Reservations. He wanted to apply new 

the course were hydrogeological consid- main concerns when proposing solu- techniques from the course to the many 
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—__ — AU Hoe —$<$_$_= 

different reservations located throughout me to keep abreast with the many Frederick Hegeman, a senior in civil 

the United States. changes in my field and to make sound, _ engineering, concentrates on issues that 
Some topics helped students to updated decisions as an engineer. Ill affect the environment. 

recognize the need for specialized 
consultants and the techniques used for 
choosing them. Students were able to <i. Do You Qualify for International? 

talk to each other during breaks and SALDS> 
lunch to discuss the many different 4aezeet CHEMISTS 

concepts and techniques that were em- Wane ’ 

ployed by others to determine solutions WZ LIFE SCIEN I IS I S 
to problems. This interaction acted as a ’ 

ing tank oe aus eons CHEMICAL ENGINEERS 
An important idea that prevailed 

throughout the course was that although : 

many students had common background ... Lhe World 1S Yours! 

basics, they could still learn something 9 | di 1 
new from each topic and speaker eee iE Mun O es Tuyo! 
whether they had any background in that I e \ K di es -y ! 
particular area or not. vee, on ec t a Vous , 
__ There were four and a half days of .Die Welt 1st Dein! 
information presented during the course. 

Each speaker included additional TR Wy. EDGED! 
information and references that went vee : 
into greater detail about processes and 

techniques for solving many varied Return Home with an Procter & Gamble total sales are over 20 billion dollars 
problems. Exciting Career Ahead world Wide Major product Categories incl beauty 

. a care, beverage, detergent, fabric care, food, health care, 
The course was stimulating. It of You! household care, paper, and pharmaceutical consumer 

provided many different thoughts onthe Procter & Gamble has several entry- products. Our technically-based corporation spent over 
level product and process development 600 million dollars in research and product development 

same problems. Everyone who attended openings for BS, MS or PhD Chemists, last year. 
had a common background in certain eee ie 2 Gremea uate We offer a stimulating environment for personal and 

i i amene: “ . rofessional growth, highly competitive salaries, and 
areas and could provide EXPerlence and ania: . Excellent benefits package including pension, health care 
insight as to what the real problems and nea te Gray seu aus Be and paid relocation: 
possible solutions could be. The speakers possess appropriate Citizenship, If interested, send your resume, including country 
encouraged discussion and lent them Immigration visa. or Work Permit from qualifications and language fluencies, to: 

one of more of the following countries: 
selves to the students needs. Austr, Sen, ara Gale F.O. Schulz, Jr. 

: olumbia, Denmark, Egypt, France, i i 

Through this short course, I was able Germany, Holland, Ireland. Waly, HS eae eons conipalty 
‘ Japan, Lebanon, Mexico, . : 

to learn more about the many different Netherlands, Peru, Portugal, Puerto Ivorydale Technical Center (#1UMW) 
aspects of wastewater design and Rico, Saudi Arabia, Spain, United Spring Grove Ave. and June St. 
management. Tlook forward to attend: Kingdom and Venezuela. Cincinnati, OH 45217 

ing additional Engineering Professional (EER 

Development courses to learn more (i oh) PROCTER & GAMBLE 
about the many subject areas surround- I An Equal Opportunity Employer 
ing this topic. Hopefully, this will allow 
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New Faculty 
The Mechanical Engineering and 

Civil Engineering departments have an- 
r : 5 nounced the additions of five new facult 

| Co-op Application Deadline members. Please welcome Christoper J. * 

| Get a jump on your career! Pick up Rutland, Rolf D. Reitz, and Tim A. Oss- 
\ your application materials for summer or wald to the ME staff and Teresa Adams 

fall placement at the Co-op Office (407 and Craig Benson to the CE staff. 
Wendt Library) from December 11th until 
December 23rd. Applications must be 
completed and returned to the Co-op Office 
no later than January 31st. For further 
information, call Marion Beachley at 262- 
8883. 

| 

Did you Know... 
..that only 6% of the undergraduate degrees obtained in the 
United States are engineering related, while the same figures 
for West Germany and Japan are 37% and 20% respec- 
tively? The Electrical and Computer Engineering Depart- 
ment is currently addressing our nation’s technology short- ‘ . 

| age. In addition to pursuing a requirement that all Univer. Attention Spring Co-ops 
sity undergraduate students complete a course in contem- A pre-employment informational 
porary technology, Department Chairman J. Leon Shohet is session for spring semester Co-op 
seeking to develop two new undergraduate degrees: a students will be held at 4:30 p.m. on 
Bachelor of Arts in Electrical Engineering and a Bachelor of Thursday, December 14th at Union 
Arts in Engineering. Students and faculty with questions or South. Important information on the 
suggestions are urged to call Professor Shohet at 262-1191. Co-op term paper, employer evalu- 

ation form, and job expectations will 
be discussed. See TITU for room 
details, and for further information, 

| call Marion Beachley at 262-8883. 

Sse a 
| oT SS — 
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Rube Goldberg Ma- 
chine Contest 

Show off your engineering 
skills and win prize money! 

NEEP Professor Recieves Award Theta Taig sponsoring, the 
: ; See campus Rube Goldberg Machine 

John R. Conrad has been designated Wisconsin Distin- Contest in February. The 
guished Professor of Nuclear Engineering and Engineering ae ae a ae selected to 
Physics in honor of his development of the Plasma Source Ion 2 in the national’cont 
Implantation (PSII) process. compete in the national con est at 

pian P’ ; . Purdue University. If you would 
His research has also covered a broad range of problems in like to create your own machine 

basic plasma physics, heating and confinement of fusion or join the Theta Tau Rube Gold- 

plasmas, high current ion and neutral particle beams, and berg team, call Jeff Verdegan at 

plasma-wall interactions. 257-7206 f il 

If you would like more information on Professor Conrad’s So aes 
research and the PSII process, contact him at rm. 341 Engineer- 
ing Research Building, or call 263-1609. 

UW FOUNDATION RECEIVES $250,000 GRANT 
UW-Madison Chemical Engineering students will have an updated 

laboratory thanks to a $250,000 grant to the UW Foundation from the Dow 
Chemical Company Foundation of Midland, MI. The UW Foundation will 
distribute a large portion of the grant to the Chemical Engineering Depart- 
ment for the purchase of new instruments, mini-computers, and computer 

workstations. Other portions will be used to meet the greatest educational 

needs of Chemical Engineering students. Dow Chemical has donated over 
$750,000 to the University of Wisconsin since 1981. 

OOPS! 
The Wisconsin Engineer apologizes “Wy 

for an error in the October, 1989 issue. In % 
Ladies, Women, and Engineers: A Brief “hh ah 
History of Women in the UW-Madison EET TELES: 
College of Engineering , we wrote that Ate we = 
Emily Jackson Mclean was the first Ca) “SRS ae 
woman to receive a Distinguished — = ee 
Service Citation. Her correct name is DFO 
Elizabeth Jackson McLean. typ 

wl * eS oor 
i SS re ee 
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The College of Engineering Counsel- _ the knowledge and expertise to help them with career possibilities are 

ing Service was instituted in 1975 as the guide even the most distraught and des- _ available through counseling services. 

need for readily available guidance for perate engineering student back on the Schilling can also help students with 

engineering students arose. It seemed road to success. valuable skills needed for decision- 

that an increasing number of students in Schilling is an excellent source of making and long-term planning. 

the College of Engineering resulted in an _ support for the engineering student. She The Counseling Service may also be 

increasing amounts of stress. While can help a student sort out personal used for solving academic problems. 

other schools at UW-Madison watched problems, evaluate drug and alcohol Although Schilling does no course 

their students wait in long lines for Uni- problems, deal with stress, or cope with advising (except for some pre-engineers), 

versity counseling, the College of Engi- emotional crises. In general, she can she is an excellent support person who 

neering set up a counseling office, fully assist in putting an end to many personal _can help a student understand the system 

equipped with a counseling intern who dilemmas that interfere with a healthy and course requirements. She can also 

was ready and willing to assist any engi- _ college career. recognize academic weaknesses, and can 

neering student. A visit to Counseling Services may recommend valuable resources for 

Today, fourteen years later, Engi- also help calm some students’ anxieties improving study skills. 

neering Counseling Service is going about career decisions. Modern testing If an engineering student is having 

strong. Linda Schilling, the Service’s and computer programs designed to problems in his or her academic or 

third counselor since its birth in 1975, has —_ analyze skills and abilities and match personal life, or is experiencing anxiety 

about a career, he or she is urged to visit 

the College of Engineering Counseling 

. Service in Room 22 General Engineering. 

, September 1989 s This service is confidential and free to 

- ina any engineering student. Appointments 

au ” : are preferred, but not required. Ill 

> The College of Engineering 

aa i a " Counseling Service 

| x _ _— Room 22, General Engineering 

| aa my a Hours: Monday-Friday 
aie ye ‘ te] iv ee 3 8:00 am-12:00 noon, 1:00 pm-4:30 pm 

: o ar ro i Phone: 262-2473 or 262-3507 

l ie 4 - Ss AIMTUAD 
Mix Y— | FF | ——AUTHOR-———. 

E rr 2 __ - - : ij | Amy Damrow is a freshman in civil 

-.* j a ae engineering. She believes that, "The only 

a ; . a truly ignorant are those who refuse to be 

. i, aa 5 F otherwise.” But we know that she isn't that 

io , fe a 4 way. 

Linda Schilling is the counselor for the College of Engineering. 
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Last summer while most people were out catching rays from the sun, “Great Dark Spot” may help in forecast- 
scientists at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California were ing hurricanes. As many of earth’s 
catching some rays from Neptune. These scientists were examining the data eae ool Geeeneen 
they were receiving from the Voyager 2 spacecraft as it flew by Neptune. Missions such as Voyager may be the key 

Neptune, which is about 2.8 billion that Triton may have once been a planet to finding these minerals. The Voyager 
miles from earth, is the fourth planet because it has two features that had pre- = MSSions also paved the way: for several 
Voyager 2 has flown by. Neptune has a viously been found on only planets: an current and upcoming missions. It may 
10,000 mile diameter rocky core covered atmosphere and a magnetic field. Its help us find out how our solar system 

by frozen water and methane (natural axial orbit is also opposite that of was created, so we can look for these 
gas). Its atmosphere is made up of Neptune's. This supports the theory that Signs on other stars. The discoveries of 
hydrogen and helium with some Triton was once orbiting the sun and it Voyager 2 are helping to satisfy our own 
methane and ethane. It takes almost 165 —_ got caught in the gravitational field of curiosities about what is really out there. 
years for Neptune to orbit the sun. Neptune and became Neptune’s largest um 

Voyager 2 discovered new things at |= moon. AUTHOR 
Neptune. It found six new moons which What do these new discoveries mean oa 
range in size from about two miles in for everyone on earth? First, studying Steve Peters is a freshman who intends to 
diameter to 400 miles in diameter. the atmospheric patterns on other planets —_ major in electrical engineering. This is 
Voyager 2 also found five rings around will help us understand the patterns on Steve's first semester as a writer for the 
Neptune. These rings range from a few earth. Also, the data received from the Wisconsin Engineer. 
rocky chunks in the outer ring to an 
almost solid inner ring. A new indicator 
of an active atmosphere is the “Great ; ; 
Dark Spot,” which is a hurricane-like It's 1 1:00 0 clock. Do you know where your 

storm that moves through Neptune’s manuscript is? 
atmosphere. This shows that Neptune The eleventh hour. 
has some sort of internal heat source that \ 
powers the atmosphere. One theory is ] . oo ., 
that the energy of the planet is created A You know it well. For University people, it's 
through the separation of the methane almost a way of life. So the next time you 
molecules into hydrogen and carbon, \S need copies right away, Bob's Copy Shop can 
with the hydrogen forming hydrogen gas —<f buy you some time. 
and the carbons joining together to form 
solid carbon. Because of the extreme :) I U g 
temperature and pressure of Neptune's Looks Like s Ley hop 
atmosphere, the center of Neptune ma’ » ° 

actually be a 10,000 mile diameter Y It Ss Time Randall Tower 

diamond. To Call Q) aire 
The most interesting thing that Phone: 608 251-2936 

Voyager 2 found eae its Lee Bob . Copy Shop. Heke CLES) 
moon, Triton. Many scientists believe 
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Mysterious Santa Appearance 

Baffles Authorities 
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This is the scene that greeted UW students and faculty 

this morning. Officials are clueless. 

Madison, WI - Students and eral deposits from bus fumes small, round red glow. Lt 

faculty of the University of and "Bascom Hall hot air" moved swiftly and often was 

Wisconsin are questioningthe could have accumulated on accompanied by clicking 

disappearance late last night Abe, and coincidentally rep- sounds. The police deny any 

of their treasured Abe Lin- resented Santa's beard. “It UFO sightings, and say that 

coln statue. Abe sat high on doesn't look much like Santa," the theory of aliens snatch- 

Bascom Hill and kept a watch- heexplained. "People let the ing Abe and replacing him with 

ful eye over Library Mall. imagination run wild at this Santa is’ “absurd.” 

In Abe's place sits a time of the year." Just One More spoke with an 

larger than life Santa Claus. It seems that University informer in the Chancellor's 

University officials suspect Police received many reports office. Sources close to 

foul play. of a strange red light zipping Chancellor Donna Shalala say 

Bob Holiday, a professor through the fogthat hungover that she believes the light 

in environmental studies Bascomlast night. The light, was Rudolph.* 
theorizes that strange min- explained an insider, was a 

SSS 
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mayer). 
f you're looking for a career, not just a job, 

Oscar Mayer has the challenge you need! 

Oscar Mayer, one of the nation’s top meat 

companies, has 20 plants, sales centers in 30 

J cities, and employs about 12,500 people in the 

United States. Brands produced and distributed 

We re by the company include Oscar Mayer, Louis Rich 

turkey products, Claussen pickles, and Louis 

a Kemp surimi seafood products. 

L O okin Engineers throughout the company are involved 

with electronics, refrigeration, heat processes, 

waste and water treatment, power plant oper- 

ation, architecture, machine design, and 

Or sophisticated processing and packaging. 

Oscar Mayer established a formal program in 
= 1975 to train new engineers in the company’s 

nN in Ee ers philosophies, practices, and objectives. The 

Engineering Management Development Pro- 

gram takes new engineers through a variety of 

challenging positions to polish their skills and 

Wh O build their leadership abilities. 

Candidates for Oscar Mayer's Engineering 

Management Development Program should 

have a bachelor’s degree in one of the 

following engineering disciplines: mechanical, 

chemical, electrical, civil, industrial, or 
industrial technology/plant engineering. 

Care er If you feel ready to be challenged and to grow 

in your career, and want more information about 

Oscar Mayer and its Engineering Management 

Not J t Development Program, please write to: 

— US Mr. K. S. Salter 

Human Resource Selection - EMDP 

Oscar Mayer Foods Corporation 

O P.O. Box 7188 

a Madison, Wisconsin 53707-7188



Cindy Mouton keeps looking for trouble. 
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s a new member of GE’s Field Engineering Program, Cindy 
Mouton trouble-shoots equipment in some pretty wild places. Like the 
day she spent dangling six stories above the Mississippi River, trying 
to fix a crane. 

Cindy’s also gone trouble-shooting at chemical plants, paper mills 
and steel mills. She’s been called on to repair everything from a vintage 
1930’s motor to the newest programmable controllers. 

Field Engineering is not a job for the timid. You need the 
confidence—and broad-based knowledge—to walk day after day into 
new situations where you face the unknown. 

If, like Cindy, you’ve got a sense of adventure, then Field 

Engineering could be the field for you. 
In fact, if you’re gutsy, outgoing, and capable, GE has opportunities 

: for you no matter what field you're in. 

Pes So while you're out there looking around, take a good look at GE. 

We {GP 

An equal opportunity employer.
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